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Abst ract - -Th is  paper describes a new method for the solution of one dimensional diffusion-reaction 
type of problems with both material and rate nonlinearities. The procedure is based on the boundary 
element co~acepts and uses the solutions to the ~ iona l  operator in one dimension as the weighting 
functions. The material nonlinearity appears as an extra integral term in the formulation while the 
rate nonlinearity is handled by the method of quasilinearization. Both the concentration and its 
derivative at the nodal points are directly obtained as part of the solution. A number of examples 
are presented to confirm the numerical aspects of the method and the method is shown to be robust 
and accurate. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A general class of problems in engineering analysis involves the diffusion operator acting on a 
nonlinear source/sink term. In an idealized one dimensional rectangular geometry, the problem 
can be represented as: 
D d2C 
~z  2 - f[c] (1) 
where c is the dependent variable (usually the concentration r the temperature), x is the distance 
variable, f[c] is the term representing the volumetric sink of the reacting species or heat and D is 
the diffusivity or the thermal conductivity. In many important applications f[c] is nonlinear and 
this is often referred to as rate nonlinearity. In a recent paper, the author [1] has developed a 
boundary integral based solution procedure for these types of problems. The boundary integral 
methods have the advantage that the differential operator is eliminated by the proper choice 
of weighting functions. Thus, no discretization of the operator is needed and the problem is 
smoothened into an integral form with both the dependent variable and its gradient as the 
primary solution variables. In the above work the method of quasilinearization ver subintervals 
was used to handle the nonlinear rate term and the method was shown to be efficient and robust. 
The present paper extends this method of solution to a situation where the diffusion coefficient 
is a function of the variable c. This creates an additional nonlinearity which is often referred 
to as material nonlinearity. Thus, the problem considered here is the one dimensional nonlinear 
problem: 
d D[c]  = f[c] (2) 
where the square bracket [ ] is used to show the functional dependency. 
The problem can be generalized to include the dependency of the nonlinear rate term on both 
the position variable and the concentration gradient. Thus, to be more general 
f - f[e, p, z] (3) 
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where p represents he gradient of the dependent variable: 
dc 
P = (4) 
The solution procedure presented here is also applicable to this general case. 
The material nonlinearity can often be eliminated by the use of the Kirehhoff's transformation. 
(e.g., Brebbia et al. [2], Kadarabi and Dorri, [3] ). This procedure, if successful, eaves only the 
rate nonlinearity which can be handled using for irmtance the procedure in the earlier paper 
[1]. But the Kirchhoff's transformation is not easy to use if the transform variable can not be 
obtained analytically or if the variable cannot be explicitly inverted to obtain the concentration 
variable. Here we develop a new direct procedure to handle the material nonlinearity. The 
solution procedure developed here is also tested against some known solutions to demonstrate 
the accuracy of the method. 
The domain of integration can be taken to be from 0 to 1 for illustration purposes without loss 
of generality and the boundary conditions may be stated in a general form as: 
A tx=0,  axp+a2c=aa (5) 
and 
Atx= 1, btp+b2c=b3 (6) 
2. SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
The source nonlinearity will be handled here by a process of quasilinearization asdone in the 
earlier paper [1]. Thus, if a < z < b is a sufficiently small subinterval, i within the domain of 
integration then the nonlinear function can be adequately represented by a local linearized version. 
Thus, if ci is the average value of the dependent variable in this subinterval, the nonlinear term 
can be represented as : 
where 
i) = I [ cd  - ci  
(7) 
(8) 
dG) d2G dG dD de 
-~xd D[c].~ x -_ D..~x2 + dx dc dx (13) 
and 
¢i 
The superscripts in Equations (8 and 9) are used to indicate that the kt and k2 are different for 
each subinterval i. Also kx and ks are (possibly) known functions of the independent variable z 
(and for the most general case represented by Equation (3) a function of the gradient as well.) 
With this quasilinearization, Equation (2) can be represented within a subinterval as: 
d 
D[cl'~z = kl + k2c (10) 
The weighted residual (or weak) formulation of the Equation (10) for the linearized case for 
the subinterval i is : 
where G represents a local weighting function defined in the subinterval i. The choice of the 
weighting function (two needed) will be discussed soon. 
If the first term (the term containing the differential operator) of Equation (11) is integrated 
twice by parts, then the resulting formulation is : 
~J  a - L-d-~x J a + C--dr D[c]'~m dz - k2Gcdz = Gkl dz (12) 
Using the relationship: 
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Equation (12) can be expressed as: 
dG [ -~z b -D[a]paG[a] + D[a]c,, ~ + D[b]pbG[b] - D[b]cb dG 
(14) 
+ cD-~z 2 dz - k2Ge dz = k lGdz - cp-~c-~z dz 
where the material nonlinearity term (i.e., the term containing ~)  has been transferred to the 
RHS of Equation (14). The values of the concentration and its derivative at the endpoints of the 
interval ca, cb, Pa and Pb appear explicitly as unknowns in the above formulation and are the 
primary nodal variables in this solution procedure. 
We now choose two weighting functions uch that the term containing the differential operator 
d2G on the LHS of Equation (14) vanish. Thus, the weighting functions are chosen as the solution 
to the differential equation : 
d2G 
dz--- T = 0 (15) 
The first weighting function is chosen as : 
G1 = G(I 0 =a (16) 
so that 
The second weighting function is chosen as: 
dG1 
= 1 (17) 
dz 
G2 = I (18) 
with 
dG2 
d-"~- - 0 (19) 
These weighting functions are somewhat different from the ones presented in the earlier paper 
but are essentially linear combinations of the weight functions given in [1]. The present form 
has some computational dvantage in evaluating the various integrals for the variable diffusivity 
problem. 
In addition, in order to evaluate the integral terms appearing in Equation (14), we express c as 
an approximate polynomial. This can be done most conveniently in the context of the boundary 
element method in terms of nodal variables of the unknown and its gradient (namely Pa, ca, Pb, Cb) 
by constructing an osculating cubic polynomial. For this purpose it is useful here to introduce a
local co-ordinate system defined as: 
z - -a  
(20) 7= b-a  
The osculating polynomial equation for c can then be derived as: 
C- - - -¢ l (b  -- a)pa"b¢2Ca"}-¢a(b - a)pb"i-¢4Cb (21) 
where 
¢1 = 7 -  272 + 73 (22) 
¢2 = 1 - 372 + 273 (23) 
¢3=-72+73 (24) 
¢4 = 372 - 273 (25) 
The derivative or the gradient p can then be represented as a quadratic within each subinterval. 
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, . _, Ca ' + ~b'4 b Cb (26) P = ~,Pa + ~ b --'~'a + ~bsp~ - -  a 
where the pr ime ' represents differentiation with respect o O. 
With this approximation, Equation (14) with weighting function GI can be expressed as: 
Hnpa + H12ea + HlSPb + H14Cb = hx + ha 
where the coefficients H and h are defined by the following integrals. 
//11 - -D[ . la  - (b - a) k2z~l dz 
~a b 
Hn = D[a] - k2z(b2 dz 
//13 = D[b]b - (b - a) ~2z4,8 dz  
//14 = -D[b] - 1~2z~4 dz
fa 
b 
hi = zkl dz 
t b dD 
ha = Icp - -  dz 
Ja dc 
and 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
Similarly, the diseretization equation (14) using this second weighting function can be repre- 
sented as: 
Hg.lpa + H22ca + H2aPb + H24Cb = h2 (34) 
where the coefficients H and h for the subinterval T are defined by the following integrals. 
j~a b 
//21 --~ -n [a ]  - (b - a) ]g2~l dx (35) 
/-/22 = - k24,~ dz (36) 
S~3 - D[bl - (b -  ~) k2~s dx (37) 
//24 = - k24,4 dz (38) 
c~ i-1) =c  (i) (40) 
and 
p(i -1)  = p(i) (41) b 
and 
h2 = kl dx (39) 
Equations (27 and 34) are the key equations for each subinterval. These are similar to the 
element level equations of the finite element method and can be assembled into a global matrix 
using the following conditions of continuity of concentration and its derivative: 
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Two additional equations needed to complete the matrix are given by the boundary conditions 
at z - 0 and x - 1. The assembly procedure is the same as described in the earlier paper 
and leads to a banded matrix with a bandwidth of two. Hence, these details are not presented 
here. The computational requirements of this method are minimal and the computer program 
was implemented on an IBM-PC. The program developed is general and needs user supplied 
subroutines for the functions f, D, ~ and dD -~-. It may be noted here that the equations have 
the same form as the ones for the case of constant diffusivity presented in the earlier paper. The 
only additional term arising due to the nonlinear variation of the diffusivity is the integral term 
ha in Equation (27). This term can be evaluated in an iterative manner i.e., the concentration 
and the gradients required for the evaluation of the term are based on the values obtained at the 
previous iteration step. 
3. TEST  EXAMPLES 
In this section solutions to some test examples will be provided with the view of illustrating 
the accuracy of the solution technique. 
8.1 No Source/Sink Term 
The first example problem is a heat conduction problem with no generation of heat and with 
a linear variation of thermal conductivity defined as: 
D = 1 + c (42) 
where D is to be regarded as a normalized coefficient for heat or mass transport. 
The boundary conditions used were as follows: (1) c = 1 at z = 0 and (2) c = 0 at z = 1. 
Only one element was used and therefore the unknowns were the temperature gradients at the 
boundaries of z = 0 and z = 1. The numerical solution predicted the exact values of the 
temperature gradients of-0.75 and -1.5 at z values of 0 and 1 respectively. Temperature at the 
internal points are not obtained with only one element but can be obtained easily by using the 
osculating polynomial for c. 
8.2 First Order Sink 
The second example considered was that of nonlinear diffusion with a first order chemical 
reaction. Thus, the problem has a material nonlinearity but no rate nonlinearity. The rate term 
is now given by f[c] = Me where M is the rate constant. The diffusivity variation was taken as the 
same as that given by Equation (42). The boundary conditions used were as follows: (1) At z = 0, 
de = 0, (2) At z = 1, c = 1. The solution is of a boundary layer nature with a sharp gradient 
at x = 1 for large values of M. (The boundary layer thickness is of the order of v/'M.) Since no 
analytical solutions are available for checking the validity of the numerical results, the problem 
was also solved by Kirchhoff's transformation for comparison purposes. A brief description of 
the Kirchhoff's method for this problem is presented in the next section. The numerical results 
obtained by the method developed in this paper agreed with the numerical results obtained by 
solving the modified differential equation resulting from the Kirchhoff's transformation. 
The solution for small values of M can be obtained with only a single interval. Thus, the 
unknowns in this case are c~=0 and P~=I. The values of this quantity are 0.7833 and 0.428 
respectively for M = 1. The corresponding values for a constant diffusivity of unity are 0.6484 
and 0.7608 respectively. 
The solution for M = 100 was next generated. Due to the expected steep gradients near x = 1, 
meshes need to be placed close to z = 1. The solution obtained with eight unevenly spaced 
intervals is shown in Table 1. The iterations converged in four trials from starting concentrations 
of unity at the nodal points. The specified tolerance was 1.0e-4 as the absolute difference in the 
concentration values between two successive iterations. 
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The results of the 
a nonlinear variation 
Table 1 
numerical solution for a first order reaction with 
in the diffusivity according to D -- 1 + e, M -- 100. 
a; c p 
0.00 1 .81E-4  4E-10  
0.20 6 .64E-4  6 .33E-3  
0.40 4 .68E-3  4 .63E-2  
0.60 3.31E - 2 0.3219 
0.84) 0.2151 1.887 
0.85 0.3297 2.735 
0.90 0.4922 3.799 
0.95 0.7128 5.053 
1.00 1.000 6.454 
The case of M = 104 was next considered. This is a problem with very steep gradient and 
additional nodes were placed at x = 0.925, 0.975, 0.99 and 0.995. The remaining nodes were 
located at the same position as shown in Table 1. The program converged to a value of Px=l of 
64.54 which agreed with the value obtained independently. 
3.8 Kirchhoff's Transform 
The solution to the problem of first order reaction with varying diffusivity was also attempted 
by use of Kirchhoff's transformation. This was done to obtain an independent check on the 
accuracy of the proposed method. The transform variable is defined as: 
~0 C ~b = D[e] dc (43) 
For the variation of D given by Equation (42) the transform variable and its inverse are: 
e 2 ~=c+~ 
and 
(44) 
e = ~/1 + 2~b - 1 (45) 
The material nonlinearity disappears with the introduction of the new variable ~b and appears as 
the rate nonlinearity. The new differential equation is: 
= M [X/1 + 2~-  1] (46) 
dx 2 
with the appropriate boundary conditions in ~. The Equation (46) was solved numerically by 
the procedure given in the earlier paper [1]. From the solution for ~b the concentration c can 
be obtained from the inverse transform. Thus, an independent check is obtained for the new 
numerical procedure developed here. 
The Equation (46) can be solved analytically for large values of M to obtain the following 
asymptotic solution for the flux. 
The value of this quantity for M = 100 and 104 are 12.91 and 129 respectively and using the 
inverse relationship, the corresponding values of Px=l are 6.45 and 64.5. Note the excellent 
agreement with the numerical results given in the previous ubsection. This provides an additional 
cheek on the accuracy of the method. The method of Kirchhoff's transform is not convenient to 
use for the cases where ~ and its inverse e cannot be represented asanalytical expressions. For 
such cases the method presented here can be directly used. 
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Table 2 
The results of the numerical solution for reaction with a nonlinear 
variation in the diffuaivity according to D - 1 + c, M -- 104 . The rate form 
is f[c] = Mcn 
z n=0.5 n=l  n=2 
0.90 0.000 1.03E - 4 4.76E - 2 
0.95 0.000 1.23E - 2 1.39E - 1 
0.96 0.000 3.27E - 2 0.1879 
0.97 2.22e -- 3 0.0859 0.2633 
0.98 8.15e- 2 0.2148 0.3874 
0.99 0.396 0 .4922 0.6029 
0.995 0.664 0 .7128 0.7702 
Pxffi 1 73.23 64.54 53.81 
Analytical 7'3.03 64.55 54.01 
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4. NONL INEAR SINK 
Two additional examples were considered where the rate form f[c] was assumed to be given 
by Mc '~ with n = 1/2 and 2. These provide examples of problems with both the material 
nonlinearity as well as rate nonlinearity. The solutions were generated for M = 104 for two 
reasons: (1) The concentration profile is very steep here and therefore provides a test for the 
proposed method under adverse conditions. (2) An asymptotic analytical solution for Px=l can 
be obtained using Kirchhoff's method and hence the numerical value of the gradient at the 
boundary can be compared with the analytical result. 
The solutions were generated with fifteen nodal points located at the following positions: 0.0, 
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.925, 0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99, 0.995 and 1.0. The results for the 
concentrations at selected points and the gradient at x = 1 is shown in Table 2. The results are 
presented for n of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 for comparison. The concentration profile is the steepest for n 
= 0.5. Also the results match very well with the asymptotic analytical solution. 
5. SUMMARY 
The above examples demonstrate hat the boundary element concept ogether with the concept 
of quasilinearization is a simple and an efficient procedure to solve nonlinear problems with 
material nonlinearities as well as rate nonlinearities. The method is very robust and handles 
easily problems with very steep gradients of the boundary layer type. A number of test examples 
are presented to confirm this. 
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